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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The San Mateo County Transit District (SamTrans) is the public transit provider for San 
Mateo County, operating SamTrans fixed-route, demand-response bus transit service, 
and paratransit. 

In July 2019, the District launched Reimagine SamTrans, a comprehensive operational 
analysis (COA), to analyze the existing bus network in San Mateo County and provide a 
suite of route changes to better serve its ridership and community. The District partnered 
with linguistically and racially-diverse communities to obtain significant public input in 
developing a recommended network. The changes are considered Major Service Changes 
under District Title VI policies, and the District is required to present and obtain approval 
from the District Board of Directors of a Title VI Service Equity Analysis in connection with 
adoption of the proposed service changes.  
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI) prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, 
color, and national origin in programs and activities receiving federal financial assistance. The 
District has committed to the Title VI objectives set forth in the Federal Transit Administration 
(FTA) Circular 4702.1B ensuring that FTA-assisted benefits and related services are made 
available and are equitably distributed without regard to race, color, or national origin. 

As a federal grant recipient, the District is required to maintain and provide to the FTA 
information on SamTrans’s compliance with the FTA's Title VI regulations. At a minimum, the 
District must conduct periodic compliance assessments to determine whether its services are 
provided in a nondiscriminatory manner consistent with the law. Additionally, the District must 
ensure compliance by evaluating service and fare changes at the planning and programming 
stages to determine whether those changes have discriminatory impacts, including disparate 
impacts on minority populations and/or disproportionate burdens on low-income populations. 
The indices of discrimination that could be monitored for disparate impacts include the 
consistent removal or reduction of service in minority communities compared to the overall 
riding public.  

The objective of the Reimagine SamTrans Title VI analysis is to analyze the effects of the 
proposed suite of route changes on minority and low-income populations, and to establish 
whether the suite of changes causes disparate impact to minority populations or 
disproportionate burden to low-income populations in the service area. 
The following analysis was conducted based on the SamTrans 2019 Title VI Program and 
concludes that the recommended new network will not result in disparate impact to 
minority populations or disproportionate burden to low-income populations.  
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2 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
SAMTRANS OVERVIEW 
The District provides SamTrans fixed-route bus service, as well as complementary ADA 
and non-ADA paratransit (known as Redi-Wheels and RediCoast) and shuttle services in 
San Mateo County, California. The 446-mile area also includes routes to San Francisco 
and Palo Alto. With its diverse service area, the District contains both dense urban and 
suburban landscape with residents from an array of different backgrounds.  Prior to 
COVID-19, SamTrans operated approximately 78 routes throughout San Mateo County 
and San Francisco County. Attachment 1 is a copy of the SamTrans Service Map. 
Attachment 2 contains combined minority demographic maps where the minority 
population is broken out by block group using US Census 2017 American Community 
Survey (ACS) Data. Minority census tracts are defined as those in which the minority 
population exceeds the system-wide minority average of 50%. Attachment 2 also 
contains low-income demographic maps where the service area’s low-income population 
is broken out by census tract using ACS data. Low-income census tracts are defined 
under SamTrans's 2019 Title VI Program as those in which more than 10% of households 
have incomes under $25,000. 

 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 
Reimagine SamTrans is a comprehensive operational analysis (COA) project to evaluate 
and refresh the entire SamTrans bus system. Reimagine SamTrans was undertaken in 
order to study and ensure the SamTrans bus system as a whole meets the current needs 
of SamTrans riders and the evolving needs of the broader public in San Mateo County. 
The project launched in July 2019, undertaking existing conditions analysis, market 
research, development of three network alternatives, and refinement of one final 
recommended network, as well as three rounds of public outreach.  

Reimagine SamTrans established three project goals: 

 Improve the experience for existing SamTrans customers 
 Grow new and more frequent ridership on SamTrans 
 Build SamTrans’ efficiency and effectiveness as a mobility provider 

Description of Proposed Service Changes 
The final recommendations included in the Reimagine SamTrans COA include a suite of 
changes to many routes throughout the SamTrans bus system, including: 

 More frequent service. Routes ECR, 130, and 296 will have service every 15 
minutes throughout the day, seven days a week. Routes 17, 110, 118, 121, 250, 
281, and 294 will have more frequent service than today. 
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 Faster service. Routes with deviations that were not well-utilized are being 
removed to make the service more direct for riders. This includes Routes 110, 
121, 250, 280, 294, and 296. New Route 124 will provide direct service between 
Daly City BART and Skyline College.  

 Later service at night. Routes 275 and 276 will have later weekday service. 
Routes 121, 130, and 281 will have later weekend service. 

 Extension to major destinations. Existing routes that will be modified to serve 
additional major destinations include Route 281 to Stanford, Route 141 to Skyline 
College, and Route 130 to Oyster Point.  

 Route elimination: Route 398 will be eliminated. Some of the route’s connections 
will be provided by new Route EPX, which will serve East Palo Alto, Redwood 
City, SFO Airport, and San Bruno BART, with limited service to downtown San 
Francisco.  

 Route consolidations: The functions of routes 274, 275, and 278 will be 
combined and provided by a new consistent route 278. Ten school-oriented 
routes will be consolidated into five routes, preserving the majority of each route’s 
coverage while being more efficient.  

The following tables outline the recommended changes to each route.  

Figure 1 Changes to local (non-school-oriented) bus service 

Route Route End Points Description of Change 
ECR Daly City BART - Palo 

Alto Transit Center 
Remove loop to Sickles Ave and Fluornoy Street. 
Move forward with bus stop consolidation/balancing effort. 
Increase weekend frequency to 15-minute headways. 

17 Linda Mar; 
Miramontes/Moonridge 

Remove deviations to Sunshine Valley Road, Canada Cove, 
Pescadero. 
Increase weekend frequency to 60-minute headways. 

38 Safe Harbor No changes.  

110 Linda Mar Park & Ride - 
Daly City BART 

Extend route into Linda Mar neighborhood.  
Remove deviation on Longview Drive.  
Pull out school-oriented trips with separate route number. 
Increase frequency weekdays and weekends to 30-minute 
headways. 

112 Sharp Park - Colma 
BART 

Terminate route at Sharp Park in Pacifica. Pull out school-
oriented trips as separate route number.  

118 Linda Mar Park & Ride - 
Daly City BART 

Remove service on route to Colma BART station. 
Increased number of trips during peak on weekdays to 30-
minute headways. 

120 Brunswick / Templeton - 
Colma BART 

Increase evening weekend frequency to 30-minute headways. 
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Route Route End Points Description of Change 
121 Pope / Bellevue - Skyline 

College 
Remove deviation to Colma BART.  
Increase weekend frequency to 30-minute headways and 
operate later on weekends.  

124 (New) Skyline College Limited New route between Daly City BART, Serramonte Center, 
Skyline College. 

122 SSF BART Colma BART 
- Stonestown / SF State 

No changes. 

130 Daly City BART - Oyster 
Point Ferry or Airport / 
Linden 

Split service between two endpoints in SSF: Oyster Point 
Ferry and Airport/Linden.  
Increase frequency on weekends to 15-minute headways.  
Operate later evening service on weekends  

140 SFO Airtrain - Manor / 
Palmetto 

Delete route (portions replaced by routes 141 and 142) 

141 Airport / Linden - Skyline 
College 

Extend route to San Bruno and Skyline College from South 
San Francisco.  
Pull out school-oriented trips as separate route number. 
Operate later evening service all days.  

142 (New) Shelter Creek - SFO Air 
Train 

New route between SFO Airtrain, San Bruno BART, San 
Bruno Senior Center, Shelter Creek.  

249 (New) San Mateo - College of 
San Mateo 

New route between downtown San Mateo and College of San 
Mateo.  

250 5th / El Camino Real - 
College of San Mateo 

Use Hillsdale Blvd between El Camino Real and SR-92 and 
serve Hillsdale Caltrain Station. 
Increase peak frequency on weekdays to 15-minute headways 
and weekend frequency to 30-minute headways. 

251 Foster City - Hillsdale 
Mall 

Remove service on Beach Park Blvd, Shell Blvd and Hillsdale 
Blvd. 
Pull out school-oriented trips as separate route number 
Add service on Sundays. 

256 Hillsdale Mall - Foster 
City 

Delete route (portions of route covered by route 251). 

260 San Carlos Caltrain - 
Cipriani in Belmont 

Remove service east of Bridge Parkway and west of Cipriani 
Blvd. 
Add service on Sundays. 

270 Redwood City Transit 
Center  

No changes.  

276 Redwood City Transit 
Center - Marsh Road 
Business Park 

Serve east side of Redwood City Caltrain station and end at 
Marsh Road.  
Increase weekday frequency to 30-minute headways.  
Add service on weekends.  
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Route Route End Points Description of Change 
274 Redwood City Transit 

Center - Canada College 
Delete route (portions of route replaced by route 275 and 
295). 

275 Redwood City Transit 
Center - Canada College  

Adjust route to cover current 278 routing.  
Increase weekday peak frequency to 20-30 minute headways.  
Add later evening weekday service.  
New service on Sundays.  

278 Redwood City Transit 
Center - Canada College 
(Sat Only) 

Delete route (replaced by route 275) 

280 Purdue / Fordham - Palo 
Alto Transit Center 

Remove service to Woodland Ave, O’Connor Street, and 
Stanford Shopping Center.  
Reduce frequency to every 60-75 minutes.  

281 Onetta Harris Center - 
Stanford Univ Oval 

Serve and end route at Stanford University Oval.  
Increase frequency on weekdays to 20-minute headways and 
weekends to 30-minute headways.  

286 Middlefield / Oak Grove - 
Sharon Park 

Rename to 86.  

294 Hillsdale Mall - Main / 
Poplar 

Remove deviation to College of San Mateo, change end point 
to be Hillsdale Mall area.  
Increase midday service on weekdays to 60-minute 
headways. 

295 Hillsdale Mall - Redwood 
City Caltrain 

Remove service north of Hillsdale Mall. Route operates on El 
Camino Real (between San Carlos Ave and Brittan Ave) and 
Jefferson Ave (between Alameda de las Pulgas and El 
Camino Real). 
Add weekend service.  

296 Redwood City Transit 
Center - Palo Alto Transit 
Center 

Increase frequency on weekdays and weekends to 15-minute 
headways.  

292 San Francisco - Hillsdale 
Mall - SFO 

Add service on route to Millbrae Transit Center.  
Consolidate bus stops in San Francisco.  

397 SF - Palo Alto Transit 
Center - SFO (Limited 
Overnight) 

No changes. 

398 SF - Redwood City 
Transit Center - SFO 

Delete route.  

EPX (new) East Palo Alto - 
Redwood City - SFO - 
San Bruno BART 

New route serving key points between East Palo Alto, 
Redwood City, SFO and San Bruno BART (with potential for 
trips into downtown San Francisco).  
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Route Route End Points Description of Change 
FCX Foster City - Downtown 

San Francisco 
Remove service San Francisco to Foster City in morning and 
Foster City to San Francisco in afternoon.  

SFO Millbrae Transit Center - 
SFO 

Delete route. 

FLX Pacifica Flexible fixed route in 
Linda Mar, Pacifica 

Delete route (replaced by 110).  

EPA On-
Demand 
Zone 

Flexible transit service 
zone in East Palo Alto 

New service. 

HMB On-
Demand 
Zone 

Flexible transit service 
zone in Half Moon Bay 

New service.  

 

School-Oriented Bus Service 
School-oriented routes not listed below have no changes to routing or scheduled span of 
service in the recommended network.  

Figure 2 Changes in school-oriented bus service 

Route 
Number Description of Changes 

Does this qualify as a Major Service 
Change? Why/why not? 

10 New route number; trips currently operated as 
route 110 

No; existing service will be provided using 
new route number 

12 New route number; trips currently operated as 
route 112 

No; existing service will be provided using 
new route number 

40 New route number; trips currently operated as 
route 140 

No; existing service will be provided using 
new route number 

41 New route number; trips currently operated as 
route 141 

No; existing service will be provided using 
new route number 

42 New route number; trips currently operated as 
route 141 

No; existing service will be provided using 
new route number 

51 New route number; trips currently operated as 
route 251 

No; existing service will be provided using 
new route number 

16 Delete route (portions of route served by new 
route 49) 

Yes; overall coverage lost is greater than 
25%. See Chapter 4.  

49 New route alignment consolidated with route 16 No; fewer than 10 trips per day 
37 New route alignment consolidated with route 39 No; fewer than 10 trips per day 
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Route 
Number Description of Changes 

Does this qualify as a Major Service 
Change? Why/why not? 

39 Delete route (portions of route served by new 
route 39) 

No; coverage lost is less than 25% of route 
when accounting for consolidation with 
route 37.  

53 New route alignment consolidated with route 55 No; coverage lost is less than 25% of route 
when accounting for coverage provided by 
route 55 and ECR. 

55 Delete route (portions of route served by new 
route 53) 

No; coverage lost is less than 25% of route 
when accounting for consolidation with 
route 53. 

61 New route alignment consolidated with route 95 No; fewer than 10 trips per day 
95 Delete route (portions of route served by new 

route 61) 
No; coverage lost is less than 25% of route 
when accounting for coverage provided by 
route 61 and ECR.  

83 New route alignment consolidated with route 84 No; fewer than 10 trips per day 

84 Delete route (portions of route served by new 
route 83) 

No; coverage lost is less than 25% of route 
when accounting for coverage provided by 
routes 82, 83, 296, and ECR.  

80 Delete route Yes; route elimination. See Chapter 4. 

85 Delete morning trip, retain afternoon trip No; fewer than 10 trips per day 
87 Delete morning trip, retain afternoon trip No; fewer than 10 trips per day 

 

SAMTRANS TITLE VI POLICIES  
The Federal Transit Administration updated its Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
guidance in October 2012, through FTA Circular 4702.1B. This guidance requires that the 
governing authority of each federally assisted public transportation provider adopt three 
policies including: 

 Major Service Change Policy 
 Disparate Impact Policy 
 Disproportionate Burden Policy 

The District adopted its policies based on a number of factors, including existing policies 
already in use, consultation with other transit agencies, and analysis of impacts of past 
service and fare change decisions. The District published its policies for public review in 
January 2013 and conducted significant public outreach to solicit input. Following public 
engagement, The District revised the policy proposals and the Board of Directors adopted 
the revised policies at the March 13, 2013 meeting. The adopted policies follow and are 
included in Attachment 3. 
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Major Service Change Policy  
All major increases or decreases in transit service are subject to a Title VI Equity 
Analysis prior to Board approval of the service change. An Equity Analysis 
completed for a major service change must be presented to the Board prior to 
adoption. A major service change is defined as a reduction or increase of 25 
percent or more in total vehicle revenue miles in service on any specific route over 
a one-week period.1 

 

Disparate Impact Policy  
This policy establishes a threshold for determining whether a given action has a disparate 
impact on minority populations versus non-minority populations.  Per FTA Circular 
4702.1B: 

 

Disparate impact refers to a facially neutral policy or practice that 
disproportionately affects members of a group identified by race, 
color, or national origin, where the recipient’s policy or practice 
lacks a substantial legitimate justification and where there exists 
one or more alternatives that would serve the same legitimate 
objectives but with less disproportionate effect on the basis of 
race, color, or national origin…. 
The policy shall establish a threshold for determining when 
adverse effects of [fare/]service changes are borne 
disproportionately by minority populations. The disparate impact 
threshold defines statistically significant disparity and may be 
presented as a statistical percentage of impacts borne by 
minority populations compared to impacts borne by non-minority 
populations. The disparate impact threshold must be applied 
uniformly…and cannot be altered until the next Title VI Program 
submission. 

 

 
1 The following service changes are exempted: Changes to a service on a route with fewer than 10 total trips in a 
typical service day are not considered “major” unless service on that route is eliminated completely on any such 
day. The introduction or discontinuation of short- or limited-term service (e.g., promotional, demonstration, seasonal 
or emergency service, or service provided as a mitigation or diversions for construction or other similar activities), as 
long as the service will be/has been operated for no more than twelve months. SamTrans-operated transit service 
that is replaced by a different mode or operator providing a service with the same or better headways, fare, transfer 
options, span of service, and stops. 
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In the course of performing a Title VI Equity Analysis, SamTrans must analyze how the 
proposed action would impact minority populations as compared to non-minority 
populations. In the event the proposed action has a negative impact that affects 
minorities more than non-minorities with a disparity that exceeds the adopted Disparate 
Impact Threshold or that benefits non-minorities more than minorities with a disparity that 
exceeds the adopted Disparate Impact Threshold, SamTrans must evaluate demonstrate 
that a substantial legitimate justification that cannot otherwise be accomplished and that 
the proposed change is the least discriminatory alternative. 

The SamTrans Disparate Impact Threshold, which determines whether the impacts of a 
major service change (as defined in the Major Service Change Policy) or a fare 
adjustment are significant enough to require further analysis, is established at 20 percent 
based on the cumulative impact of the proposed service and/or fare changes. This 
threshold applies to the difference of the impacts borne by minority populations compared 
to the same impacts borne by non-minority populations. 

Disproportionate Burden Policy  
This policy establishes a threshold for determining whether a given action has a 
disproportionate burden on low-income populations versus non-low-income populations. 
Per FTA Circular 4702.1B: 

 

The policy shall establish a threshold for determining when adverse 
effects of [fare/]service changes are borne disproportionately by 
low-income populations. The disproportionate burden threshold 
defines statistically significant disparity and may be presented as a 
statistical percentage of impacts borne by low-income populations 
as compared to impacts borne by non-low-income populations…. 
The disproportionate burden threshold must be applied 
uniformly…and cannot be altered until the next [Title VI] program 
submission. 
At the conclusion of the analysis, if the transit provider finds that 
low-income populations will bear a disproportionate burden of the 
proposed [fare/]service change, the transit provider should take 
steps to avoid, minimize or mitigate impacts where practicable. The 
provider should describe alternatives available to low-income 
populations affected by the [fare/]service changes. 

 

The SamTrans Disproportionate Burden Threshold, which determines whether the 
adverse impacts of a major service change (as defined in the Major Service Change 
Policy) or a fare adjustment is significant enough to require mitigation,  established at 20% 
percent based on the cumulative impact of the proposed service and/or fare changes. 
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This threshold applies to the difference of the impacts borne by low-income populations 
compared to the same impacts borne by non-low-income populations. 

Public Engagement for Policy Development  
FTA Circular C 4702.1B requires transit agencies to seek public input before Board action 
to adopt the Disparate Impact and Disproportionate Burden policies. Staff received public 
input through four community meetings throughout the county to further develop the 
District's Major Service Change, Disparate Impact and Disproportionate Burden policies. 
Comments were also made through the mail, telephone, and the dedicated e-mail 
address of TitleVI@samtrans.com. 

The community meetings were held: 

 Tuesday, Feb. 12, 2013 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
− Pacifica Sharp Park Library 
− 104 Hilton Way, Pacifica 

 Tuesday, Feb. 19, 2013 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
− War Memorial Activity Room 
− 6655 Mission St., Daly City 

 Thursday, Feb. 21, 2013 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 
− SamTrans Offices 
− 1250 San Carlos Ave., San Carlos 

 Monday, Feb. 25, 2013 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
− Lewis and Joan Platt East Palo Alto Family YMCA 
− 550 Bell St., East Palo Alto 

A total of 15 members of the public participated in the meetings, providing valuable 
comments for staff. Upon receipt of the input from meeting attendees, staff revised the 
proposals for its standards and policies and submitted them for Board approval. The 
Board of Directors approved the Policies on March 13, 2013. 

More information regarding SamTrans’s Title VI policies and standards can be found 
here: http://www.SamTrans.com/riderinfo/TitleVI.html 

 

 

http://www.caltrain.com/riderinfo/TitleVI.html
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3 METHODS 
This chapter describes the methods used in the service equity analysis of the Reimagine 
SamTrans network redesign. The methods follow FTA guidance and definitions within the 
SamTrans Title VI Program. 

METHODOLOGY CHOICE 
Title VI reports may utilize a variety of different methods for understanding impacts and 
burdens. The two methods utilized in this analysis best reflect the systemwide impact of 
the suite of changes included in the Reimagine SamTrans recommended network. The 
analysis methods looked to capture both connectivity and coverage of the recommended 
network as a whole compared to the existing network.  

This project includes changes to many routes in the system to better complement each 
other and reduce duplication of service; thus, the analysis of individual routes would not 
accurately reflect the final and combined impact on transit access.  

The recommended Reimagine SamTrans network includes multiple examples of 
consolidation of routes with the goals of: 

• Maximizing use of resources, particularly on resource-intensive peak-only service 
such as school-oriented routes  

• Reducing duplication and investing in higher-frequency service on key corridors 

• Simplifying route numbering and improving customer legibility  

Based on FTA Circular 4702.1B, for proposed changes to service, SamTrans should 
analyze population data based on the smallest geographic area that reasonably has 
access to a bus stop.  

This analysis uses census tracts instead of census blocks given the large, geographic 
area being analyzed and the system wide analysis. In addition, census tracts allow better 
preservation of privacy and confidentiality of the population. This also aligns with the 
2019 SamTrans Title VI Program that utilizes census tracts for identifying minority and 
low-income routes.  

Population data was chosen to represent the population served rather than ridership 
data, as the recommended network aims to serve both existing and new SamTrans riders 
and focusing on ridership would not sufficiently account for new populations served. In 
addition, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, ridership trends are in flux, and the results of 
surveying to establish current demographics of post-pandemic riders is not yet available 
for use in this analysis.  

METHODS USED 
The Reimagine SamTrans Title VI analysis utilized two methodologies of analysis, based 
upon the identification of low-income and minority census tracts: 
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 Route Classification, which analyzes systemwide service changes in the context 
of existing route classification identifying SamTrans routes as low-income or 
minority routes. 

 Population Served, which measures the impact of network changes on service 
area population in low-income and minority communities. 

Census Tract Categorization 
To begin, we identified low-income and minority census tracts that we would use for both 
types of analysis using the 2019 ACS 5-year estimates. To begin, low-income and 
minority census tracts were identified for use in conducting both types of analysis using 
2019 American Community Survey (ACS) five-year estimates.  

 

Low-income tracts are defined as those where a greater percent of the population has a 
household income under 200% of the federal poverty level than the county average. In 
San Mateo County, 16.7% of the population meets this criteria. Income thresholds based 
on household size and income are shown in Figure 3. The overall share of countywide 
population that meets this criteria (16.7%) is derived based on dividing the total county 
population by the number of people within all census tracts in the county with incomes 
under 200% of the federal poverty level. The geographic locations of low-income tracts 
can be seen in dark orange in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3                Household Income Thresholds Used to Identify Low-Income Tracts 

Household Size Federal Poverty Level 
(2019) 

200% of Federal 
Poverty Level (2019) 

1 $13,011 $26,022 

2 $16,521 $33,042 

3 $20,335 $40,670 

4 $26,172 $52,344 

5 $31,021 $62,042 

6 $35,129 $70,258 

7 $40,016 $80,032 

8 $44,461 $88,922 

9 or more people $52,875 $105,750 

Source: US Census Bureau, https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-
series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-thresholds.html 

 

https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-thresholds.html
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-thresholds.html
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Minority tracts are those which have a higher percentage of non-white residents than 
the county average of 60.8%. "Non-white" was defined as all racial and ethnic census 
groups except non-Hispanic White. The geographic locations of minority tracts are shown 
in Figure 5 in dark orange. 

Figure 4 Low-Income Tracts 

 

Figure 5 Minority Tracts 

 
 

 

Route Classification 
Low-income and minority routes are those where at least 50% of the predominant route 
pattern alignment is within a low-income or minority tract as defined in the SamTrans Title 
VI Program using the above derived tract classifications. 

To recognize that some routes have higher levels of service, this analysis compared the 
change in miles, by week, by route between the existing and recommended network to 
analyze the impact on minority and low-income routes. Weekly route miles include 
weekday and weekend service. 
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Population Served 
For the service area population change analysis, a one-quarter mile buffer was placed 
around the alignments of fixed route bus service in the existing SamTrans network (pre-
project) and the recommended new Reimagine SamTrans network to define the service 
coverage area.2 One-quarter mile is the industry standard distance for walkable bus 
access – equivalent to about a 5-minute walk.  

For each census tract, the proportion of the tract covered by the service buffer compared 
to the total tract area was multiplied by the total census tract population. While this does 
not account for the spatial distribution of population, it gives an estimate of how many 
people may be within walking distance of at least one route in the alignments. This 
calculation was completed for both the current and recommended networks, and the 
difference was taken between the two numbers to find the change in population within a 
quarter-mile of SamTrans fixed-route service. 

This coverage-based methodology analyzes access to one or more SamTrans routes 
within a quarter-mile walk. Changes in frequency and service span is not analyzed; 
however, where coverage remains in the SamTrans system, frequency and span is 
generally being increased or expanded in the recommended new bus network. The Route 
Classification portion of the analysis includes the service span metric of weekly route 
miles.3.  

4 ANALYSIS 
This chapter documents the analytical process and findings from the service equity 
analysis comparing the existing SamTrans network to the recommended network. The 
disparate impact and disproportionate burden analyses were conducted using the two 
methods discussed in the ‘Methods’ chapter above: route classification and population 
served. It also documents the conclusion that there is no disparate impact or 
disproportionate burden caused by the suite of service changes reflected in the 
recommended network. Both methods of analysis look at a percentage comparison to 
determine whether a disparate impact or disproportionate burden exist.  

In both cases: 

 
2 Both analyses were done using the predominant route pattern, "A", and excluding Community Routes that are 
school-oriented and new proposed demand response service. Certain portions of some routes were excluded from 
the spatial analysis if they travelled on a highway and had no stops for a significant distance. 
3 Figure 1 and Figure 2 for more detail on service changes. 
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 If the difference in the percentage change experienced between minority riders and 
non-minority riders is greater than 20%, that would suggest that the service 
change would result in disparate impacts on minority populations.  

 If the percentage difference in the change experienced between low-income riders 
and non-low-income riders is greater than 20%, that would suggest that the 
service change  would result in a disproportionate burden to low-income 
populations.  

 A difference of less than 0% (any negative percentage) would indicate that the 
service change would benefit those populations more than the others. 

This chapter also presents the results of separate analyses conducted on the two school-
oriented routes proposed for elimination, Route 16 and Route 80, and the proposed on-
demand service.  

 

SYSTEMWIDE IMPACTS 

Route Classification 
 

The route classification analysis focuses on the number and service level of routes in 
minority and low-income communities as one measure of transit access. The route 
classifications for both the current and the recommended network were generated for this 
analysis using ACS 2019 5-year estimates following the methodology dictated in the 
SamTrans 2019 Title VI Program4. Figure 6 lists the classifications for each route in the 
current network, and Figure  lists the recommended network routes and their 
classifications. 

For the purposes of this service equity report, the “recommended network” is defined as 
all non-school oriented SamTrans routes in the Reimagine SamTrans plan. The set of 
routes included in the “recommended network” is described in Figure 6 and Figure 7.  

 

Figure 6 Current Network Route Classifications 

Route Minority Route Low-Income Route 
110 Daly City BART - Linda Mar Park & Ride Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

112 Linda Mar Park & Ride - Colma BART Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

 
4 SamTrans defined minority routes as any routes where more than half of the revenue miles served census tracts 
with a higher average percentage minority population than the countywide average of 50%. Any routes where more 
than half of the revenue miles served census tracts with a higher average percentage low-income population than 
the county wide average of 10 percent were categorized as low-income routeThe 2019 Title VI Program defines 
low-income as any household income under 25K. 
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Route Minority Route Low-Income Route 
118 Linda Mar Park & Ride - Daly City BART Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

120 Colma BART - Brunswick / Templeton Minority Route Non-Low-Income 
121 Lowell / Hanover - Skyline College Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

122 South SF BART - Stonestown / SF State Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

130 Daly City BART - Airport / Linden Minority Route Low-Income Route 

140 Airtrain - West Manor / Palmetto Minority Route Non-Low-Income 
141 Airport / Linden - Shelter Creek Minority Route Low-Income Route 

17 Linda Mar Park & Ride - Pescadero Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

250 5th / El Camino - College of San Mateo Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
251 Foster City - Hillsdale Mall Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

256 Hillsdale Mall - Foster City Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

260 San Carlos Caltrain - College of San Mateo Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
270 Redwood City Caltrain - Florence / 17th loop Minority Route Low-Income Route 

274 Redwood City Transit Ctr - Canada College Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

275 Redwood City Transit Ctr - Alameda / Woodside Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

276 Redwood City Transit Ctr - Florence / 17th Minority Route Low-Income Route 
278 Woodside / Alameda - Canada College - Saturday Only Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

280 Purdue / Fordham - Stanford Mall Minority Route Low-Income Route 

281 Onetta Harris Ctr - Stanford Mall Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
286 Ringwood / Arlington - Monte Rosa / Eastridge Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

292 San Francisco - SFO - Hillsdale Mall Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

294 SM Med Ctr - Hillsdale - CSM - Half Moon Bay Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
295 San Mateo Caltrain - Redwood City Transit Center Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

296 Redwood City Transit Center - Bayshore / Donohoe Non-Minority Low-Income Route 

38 Safe Harbor Shelter Minority Route Low-Income Route 

397 San Francisco - Palo Alto Transit Ctr Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
398 Redwood City Transit Center to SF Transbay Terminal Minority Route Low-Income Route 

713 SF Transit Center - San Francisco International Minority Route Low-Income Route 

ECR Daly City BART - Palo Alto Transit Ctr Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
FCX Foster City - San Francisco Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

SFO - Millbrae Minority Route Low-Income Route 
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Figure 7 Recommended Network Route Classifications 

Route Minority Route Low-Income Route 
110 Daly City BART - Linda Mar Park & Ride Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
112- Pacific Manor- Colma BART Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

118 Linda Mar Park & Ride - Daly City BART Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

120 Colma BART - Mission Hill Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

121 Lowell / Hanover - Skyline College Minority Route Non-Low-Income 
122 South SF BART - Stonestown / SF State Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

124 Skyline College Limited Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

130A Daly City BART - Airport/Linden Ave Minority Route Low-Income Route 
130B Daly City BART - Oyster Point Minority Route Low-Income Route 

141 Skyline Coll - Linden Ave Minority Route Low-Income Route 

142-SFO end Bayhill Shelter Creek - San Bruno SC Minority Route Low-Income Route 
17 Linda Mar Park & Ride - Pescadero Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

249 San Mateo Caltrain to CSM Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

250 College of San Mateo - San MateoS Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

251 NEW Foster City-Hillsdale on-28th & ECR Minority Route Non-Low-Income 
260 San Carlos Caltrain - Cipriani Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

270 Redwood City Transit Center - Florence/17th Loop Minority Route Low-Income Route 

275 Freeway-Redwood City Transit Center - Canada College Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
276 Redwood City Transit Center - Bohannon Dr Loop Minority Route Low-Income Route 

280 Purdue / Fordham - Palo Alto Transit Station Minority Route Low-Income Route 

281 Onetta Harris Ctr - Stanford Oval Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
292 San Francisco - SFO - Hillsdale Mall Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

294 SM Med Ctr - Hillsdale - CSM - Half Moon Bay Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

295 Hillsdale Caltrain - Redwood City Transit Center Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
296 OWL Redwood City Transit Center - Bayshore / 
Donohoe 

Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

296 Redwood City Transit Center - Bayshore / Donohoe Non-Minority Low-Income Route 
38 Safe Harbor Shelter Minority Route Low-Income Route 

397 San Francisco - Palo Alto Transit Ctr Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 

713 SF Transit Center - San Francisco International Minority Route Low-Income Route 
ECR Daly City BART - Palo Alto Transit Ctr Non-Minority Non-Low-Income 
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Route Minority Route Low-Income Route 
ECR OWL Daly City BART - Palo Alto Transit Ctr Minority Route Low-Income Route 

EPX EPA-San Bruno BART-San Francisco Express Minority Route Low-Income Route 
FCX Foster City - San Francisco Minority Route Non-Low-Income 

 

Disparate Impact 

Disparate impact analysis studies the impact of service changes on minority populations. 
The maps in Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the existing and recommended networks with 
minority routes in dark blue and non-minority routes in light blue.   

Figure 8 Current Network minority routes 

 

Figure 9 Recommended Network minority routes 

 

As seen in Figure 10, the number of routes where at least 50% of the alignment is within 
a minority tract increases by 26.7% in the recommended network. The weekly route miles 
travelled by minority routes increases by 7.6%. In comparison, the number and distance 
of routes that serve mainly non-minority tracts decreases by 22.2% and 0.9% 
respectively. These results represent a significantly beneficial difference in service to 
minority versus non-minority areas. The difference in number of routes between non-
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minority and minority routes is -48.9%, with the negative number representing higher 
benefits to minority routes; thus, this is not a disparate impact. Similarly, the difference in 
route miles between non-minority and minority routes is -9%, with the negative number 
indicating improved service for minority routes  and, thus, not a disparate impact. 

Figure 10 Approximate change in service on Minority Routes 

 Current Network Recommended Network Change 
Designation Number of 

Routes 
Route 
Miles 

Number of 
Routes 

Route Miles Number of 
Routes 

Route 
Miles 

Non-Minority 18 79,281 14 78,572 -22.2% -0.9% 

Minority 15 48,333 19 52,026.77 +26.7% +7.6% 

Total 33 127,614 33 130,599 No change +2.3% 
Difference between non-minority and minority routes: -48.9% -9% 

Disproportionate Burden 

The Disproportionate burden analysis studies the impact of service changes on low-
income communities. The maps in Figure  and Figure 12 show the existing and 
recommended networks with low-income routes in dark blue and non-low-income routes 
in light blue.  
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Figure 11 Current Network low-income routes 

 

Figure 12 Recommended Network low-income routes 

 
 

As seen in Figure 13, the number of routes where at least 50% of the alignment is within 
a low-income tract increases by 20% in the recommended network. The weekly miles 
covered by routes designated as low-income routes decreases by 2.8%. In comparison, 
the number of non-low-income routes decreases by 8.7% while weekly route miles 
increase by 4%. The difference in number of routes between non-low-income and low-
income routes is -28.7%, representing relatively less burden for low-income populations 
rather than a disproportionate burden. The difference in the percent change in weekly 
route miles between non-low-income and low-income routes is 7%, which does not reach 
the 20% disproportionate burden threshold.  
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Figure 13 Approximate change in service on Low-income Routes 

 Current Network Recommended Network  Change 
Designation Number of 

Routes 
Weekly 
Miles 

Number of 
Routes 

Weekly 
Miles 

Number of 
Routes 

Weekly 
Miles 

Non-Low-
income 23 96,938 21 100,785 -8.7% +4.0% 

Low-income 10 30,677 12 29,814 +20.0% -2.8% 

Total 33 127,614 33 130,599 No change 2.3% 
Difference between non-low-income and low-income routes: -28.7% 7% 

Population Served 
The second method of analysis to identify potential disparate impacts or disproportionate 
burdens considers the population served. For the purposes of this analysis, populations 
living within one-quarter mile of at least one Sam Trans bus route are considered to be 
"served" by the fixed-route bus system. 

After completing the analysis according to the methodology in the Methods chapter, the 
overall recommended network serves 2.4% fewer people than the current network. Figure  
shows the change in population served between the existing and recommended networks 
for all tracts in San Mateo County. 
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Figure 14 Change in population served within one-quarter mile, all San Mateo tracts 

 
 

Disparate Impact 

The population served decreases in both minority and non-minority tracts, as seen in 
Figure . However, this impact does not disparately impact minority populations. The 
analysis shows a 4% decrease in population served in non-minority tracts, compared to a 
smaller 1.4% decrease in population served in minority tracts. The difference in impacts 
on non-minority and minority tract population is -1.4%, which indicates relatively less 
service loss for minority populations than non-minority populations and, thus no disparate 
impact. Figure  shows the difference in population served for minority tracts only, with 
most of the decrease in populations served occurring in Foster City and Redwood 
Shores.  
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Figure 15 Change in population served by minority tract status 

Designation 

Population 
Serviced by 

Current Network 

Population Served in 
Recommended 

Network  

Difference in 
Population 

Served 
Percent 
Change 

Non-Minority 199,084 191,089 -7,996 -4.0% 

Minority 299,514 295,341 -4,173 -1.4% 

Total 498,598 486,429 -12,168 -2.4% 

Difference between non-minority and minority population served impacts: -1.4% 

Figure 16 Change in population served within one-quarter mile, minority tracts only 

 
Although no disparate impact is found, the recommended network does include service 
coverage options to address the impacts to populations served by school-oriented routes 
in some communities. 
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The areas of eastern Foster City and Redwood Shores will continue to be served by 
school-oriented service (routes 51, 54, 57, 60, and 67) during peak times to align with 
school bell schedules. As shown in dark blue in Figure 17, multiple school routes in the 
recommended network will continue to serve areas in Foster City and Redwood Shores.  

Figure 3 Network Detail for Minority Tracts (Foster City and Redwood Shores)  

 
 

Figure 18 shows the school-oriented routes that serve the San Bruno tract where a loss 
of population served was identified. New or remaining school-oriented routes are shown 
in dark blue, while the recommended network of local service is shown in light blue on the 
map. Routes 41 and 16/49 Combo are shown in dark blue on this map and will continue 
to provide school-oriented service in this area.  
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Figure 18 Network Detail for Minority Tracts (San Bruno) 

 
 

Disproportionate Burden 

The changes in the recommended network benefit low-income tracts over non-low-
income tracts, as shown in Figure 19. The population served in low-income tracts 
increases by 2%, while the population served for non-low-income tracts decreases by 
5.6%. The negative difference of -7.7% between non-low-income and low-income tract 
population served indicates a relative benefit to low-income populations as opposed to a 
disproportionate burden. Figure 20 shows where the greatest service increases to low-
income populations occur.   
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Figure 19 Change in population served by low-income tract status 

Designation Current Alignment Recommended 
Alignment Difference Percent 

Change 
Non-Low-income 290,143 273,784 -16,358 -5.6% 

Low-Income 208,455 212,645 +4,190 +2.0% 
Total 498,598 486,429 -12,168 -2.4% 

Difference between non-low-income and low-income population served impacts: -7.7% 

Figure 20 Change in population served within one-quarter mile, low-income tracts only 
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SCHOOL-ORIENTED ROUTE IMPACTS 
This section documents the analysis conducted to explore the impacts of eliminating two 
school-oriented routes: Route 16 and Route 80.  

Population Served 
The methodology to determine the impacts of eliminating routes 16 and 80 is a variation 
of the population-served methods used for the network analysis.  

The eliminated routes were overlaid on the recommended network, including the school-
oriented routes, and the segments that will not be served by alternative routes in the new 
network were extracted for analysis. These segments are referred to as "eliminated 
segments" in this analysis for clarity and consistency, but the entire route has been 
eliminated. A quarter-mile buffer was created around the eliminated segments, and the 
population served by those segments was calculated using the population-served 
methodology described in Chapter 3. This population number is identified as experiencing 
a loss of service in the recommended network. To identify if the route elimination has a 
disparate impact or disproportionate burden on a protected class, the percentage of the 
total loss that occurs in minority or low-income tracts is compared to the percent of the 
total loss that occurs in non-minority or non-low-income tracts. 

The percent change numbers are presented as negative numbers to convey that it is a 
decrease in population served and for properly identifying disparate impact and 
disproportionate burden consistent with the previous analyses and SamTrans Title VI 
policy. 

Service span and ridership are not considered in this analysis. All school-oriented routes 
operate fewer than 10 trips per day, and the population-served analysis likely 
overestimates the impact of the loss of these routes, but is useful in comparing impacts 
between minority and non-minority tracts and low-income and non-low-income tracts.  

Route 16 

Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the location of Route 16 and its eliminated segments in 
relation to minority tracts. Figure 21 shows Route 16 in the current SamTrans network in 
red and Figure 22 shows the current Route 16 alignment in the context of the 
recommended network highlighting the segments of Route 16 in red that will not be 
served by any routes in the recommended network.  

As seen in Figure 23, 51% of the population that have been served by the eliminated 
segments is in non-minority tracts, while 49% of the decrease occurs in minority tracts. 
This difference of -2% is negative and thus not a disparate impact. 
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Figure 21 Route 16 in Current Network, Minority Tract 
Status 

 

Figure 22 Route 16 Eliminated Segments, Minority Tract 
Status 

 
 

Figure 23 Population within ¼ mile of eliminated segments of Route 16 

Designation 
Change in Population Served due to 

Eliminated Segments 
Percent of Total Population Losing 

Service 
Non-Minority -2588 -51% 

Minority -2481 -49% 

Total -5069 n/a 

Difference between change in non-minority and minority 
populations: -2% 

 

No part of the coverage loss resulting from the elimination of Route 16 occurs in low-
income tracts, and therefore does not present a disproportionate burden, as shown in 
Figure  and Figure 25      . 
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Figure 24 Route 16 in Current Network, Low-Income 
Tract Status 

 

Figure 25      Route 16 Eliminated Segments, Low-Income 
Tract Status 

 
 

Figure 26 Population within ¼ mile of eliminated segments of Route 16 

Tract Designation 
Change in Population Served due to 

Eliminated Segments 
Percent of Total Population Losing 

Service 
Non-Low-Income -5069 -100% 

Low-Income 0 0% 

Total -5069 n/a 

Difference between change in non-minority and minority 
populations: -100% 
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Route 80 

Figure  shows Route 80 in the current SamTrans network in red, and Figure 28 shows the 
current Route 80 alignment in the context of the recommended network, highlighting the 
segments of Route 80 in red that will not be served by any routes in the recommended 
network in the context of minority tract status. No part of the coverage loss resulting from 
the elimination of Route 80 occurs in minority tracts, and thus does not impose a 
disparate impact on minority populations. 

 

Figure 27 Route 80 in Current Network, Minority Tract 
Status 

 

Figure 28 Route 80 Eliminated Segments, Minority Tract 
Status 
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Figure 29 Population within ¼ mile of eliminated segments of Route 80 

Tract Designation 
Change in Population Served due to 

Eliminated Segments 
Percent of Total Population Losing 

Service 
Non-Minority -6135 -100% 

Minority 0 0% 
Total -6135 n/a 

Difference between change in non-minority and minority 
populations: -100% 

 

Figure  shows Route 80 in the current SamTrans network in red, and Figure 31 shows the 
current Route 80 alignment in the context of the recommended network, highlighting the 
segments of Route 80 in red that will not be served by any routes in the recommended 
network in the context of low-income tract status. No part of the coverage loss resulting 
from the elimination of Route 80 occurs in low-income tracts, and thus does not impose a 
disproportionate burden on low-income populations. 
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Figure 30  Route 80 in Current Network, Low-Income Tract 
Status 

 

Figure 31 Route 80 Eliminated Segments, Low-Income 
Tract Status 

 
 

 

 

Figure 32 Population within ¼ mile of eliminated segments of Route 80 

Tract Designation 
Change in Population Served due to 

Eliminated Segments 
Percent of Total Population Losing 

Service 
Non-Low-Income -6135 -100% 

Low-Income 0 0% 
Total -6135 n/a 

Difference between change in non-minority and minority 
populations: -100% 
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DEMAND RESPONSE 
Two new on-demand zones are recommended in the Reimagine SamTrans Plan. Under 
FTA Circular 4702.1B, service equity analyses are required for fixed bus routes or when 
on-demand response is used to replace or reduce fixed-route service. Both on-demand 
zones contemplated by the proposed service changes are additional services that 
complement the existing fixed bus route changes analyzed above. No service is being 
replaced or reduced in these areas.  

Both areas show adequate demand and support for this transit investment and, combined 
with the fixed route service, will increase SamTrans service.  

The proposed East Palo Alto On-Demand Zone serves five tracts identified as both low-
income and minority. This on-demand zone was identified as a location where the road 
network and built environment reduce the efficiency of operating traditional transit 
service, and the introduction of on-demand service is a new benefit to the communities. 
See Figure 33 and Figure 34. 

The Half Moon Bay On-Demand Zone serves four non-minority and non-low-income 
tracts. This area has long been targeted for alternative service delivery models to 
traditional transit because of the limited road network along the Coast and the less-dense 
development patterns, which limits the amount and efficiency of fixed-route transit. See 
Figure 35 and Figure 36.  
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Figure 33 Current East Palo Alto Service 

 

Figure 34 Recommended East Palo Alto Service 
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Figure 35 Current Half Moon Bay Service 

 

Figure 36 Recommended Half Moon Bay Service 

 
 

 

CONCLUSION 
Both the Route Categorization and Population-Served analyses showed no evidence of 
disparate impact or disproportionate burden on minority or low-income communities on a 
system wide basis or when looking at school-oriented route eliminations and introduction 
of new on-demand service. Tracts identified as low-income are expected to receive 
overall service access improvements, while non-low-income tracts show a slight decline 
in access. Minority tracts are expected to experience an overall decrease in access, but 
the decrease is smaller than that planned in non-minority tracts. Access decreases are 
also partially addressed by the presence of new or existing school-oriented routes, which 
will continue to serve some of the demand on lower-ridership local route segments being 
removed.  
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5 PUBLIC OUTREACH 
 Outreach for Reimagine SamTrans was divided into 3 phases. Phase 1 occurred during the 
Fall of 2019 with the launch of the project website (including maps, service changes, and a 
survey) and 56 in-person outreach events. In addition, 3 focus groups were held between 
September 12 and October 17, 2019, including one Spanish language focus group for riders. 
The online survey was available in English, Chinese and Spanish. 

In March 2020, Reimagine SamTrans temporarily suspended in-person outreach  due to 
social distancing measures and public health concerns arising from the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The website remained online for public comment and information. Public outreach resumed 
in March 2021. 

Each phase of Reimagine SamTrans outreach was created to address specific goals and 
objectives. Phase I provided an opportunity for riders, bus operators, and other stakeholders 
to share preferences and priorities with respect to redesigned transit service. Phase 2 focused 
on receiving public input on specific network alternatives and Phase 3 presented the new 
network to the public for review and comment. 

A summary of outreach activities is included in Figure 37.  A list of outreach events for all 
phases is located on the Reimagine SamTrans website in the appendices of each phase 
outreach report. 5 

5 https://www.reimaginesamtrans.com/resources/ 
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION TO LIMITED ENGLISH 
PROFICIENT (LEP) PERSONS 
As a matter of course, the District’s public participation processes offer early and continuous 
opportunities for the public (including minorities and people with low incomes and limited 
English proficiency) to be involved in the identification of potential impacts of proposed 
transportation decisions. Efforts to involve minority and low-income populations include both 
comprehensive measures and measures targeted at overcoming language and other barriers 
that prevent such populations from effective participation in decision-making. 

All three phases of the Reimagine SamTran public participation process included measures 
to disseminate information on the proposed service changes to Limited English Proficient 
(LEP) persons, as well as at public hearings and meetings. The SamTrans Customer Service 
Center offered foreign language translation service via in-house translators or the Language 
Line. Reimagine SamTrans Factsheets, public presentations, and public survey were 
translated into Spanish and Chinese, and were made available online and at in-person 
outreach events.6  In addition, the Reimagine SamTrans website was available in multiple 
languages via Google Translate. . 

A critical component of Reimagine SamTran’s public outreach to LEP individuals was 
partnerships with local community based organizations that utilized promotoras and Spanish-
speaking staff to assist with pop-up events.  Daly City Partnership, Fair Oaks Community 
Center, Friends of Old Town and Nuestra Casa supported outreach by organizing and staffing 
outreach events and helping to collect responses to the project survey. Together, the four 
CBOs supported 29 outreach events and collected over 500 survey responses. A large 
portion of the survey response and comments were collected in Spanish.  

In light of the pandemic, much of the project outreach was done via online platforms such as 
Zoom, Instagram and Facebook Live. Phase 2 included 3 Instagram Live events, with an 
additional Spanish Facebook Live event with community partners. Phase 3 had two 
Instagram Live sessions, one in English and one in Spanish. Each of the eight Virtual 
Townhalls during Phase 2 and Phase 3 was provided with  interpretation and translated 
materials. Languages were chosen based on county location. Simultaneous interpretation 
was offered for attendees and attendees could obtain translated presentations on the 
website.  

North County: Spanish, Cantonese, Mandarin 

South County: Spanish, Mandarin, Tongan 

Mid-County: Spanish and Mandarin  

Coast:  Spanish, Mandarin, Cantonese  

6 https://www.reimaginesamtrans.com/resources/ 

https://www.reimaginesamtrans.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Full-Reimagine-SamTrans-Phase-2-outreach-summary_08-19-21-final.pdf
https://www.reimaginesamtrans.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Full-Reimagine-SamTrans-Phase-2-outreach-summary_08-19-21-final.pdf
https://www.reimaginesamtrans.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Summary-for-Phase-3-Outreach-Final-with-Appendices.pdf
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Other multilingual print materials included mailers sent to 125,000 equity priority communities 
and the project sent 16,600 Spanish language text blasts. Multi-lingual digital and print ads 
were also placed on bus shelters and on buses, with temporary signs at 200 high-ridership 
bus stops.7 Social media posts on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter were also utilized. 
Examples and a full description can be found in the  Phase 2 and Phase 3 outreach reports. 

Staff also established multiple ways for customers and the public to provide their input: at the 
community meetings by directing participants to an online comment form in English with 
translations in Spanish and Chinese,8 through the postal service (by mail), by telephone call 
to the Customer Service Center’s general number or one for those with hearing impairments, 
or through the unique e-mail address reimagine@samtrans.com. 

Figure 37 Outreach Events 

Phase Dates 
Virtual 
Town 
Halls 

In-Person 
Community 

Outreach 
Events 

Advisory 
Group 

Presentations 

Government 
Official 

Briefings 
Phase I September 2019 – January 2020 1 56 - - 

Phase 2 April 5- June 7, 2021 4 21 5 15 
Phase 3 October 4 – November 5, 2021 4 16 1 43 

PUBLIC HEARING 
A Public Hearing was held during the November 3, 2021 SamTrans Board of Directors 
meeting. According to the SamTrans Public Comment Process, Public Notices were published 
in English, Spanish, and Chinese (Attachment 4) on the following dates: 

Figure 38 Public Hearing Notices 

Publication Posting Dates 
San Mateo Daily Journal October 14 and 21 
Sing Tao (Chinese language) October 14 and 21 
El Observador (Spanish language) October 15 and 22 

SamTrans staff presented an overview of the project and opened for public comment. 
(Attachment 5).  

7 https://www.reimaginesamtrans.com/resources/ 

https://www.reimaginesamtrans.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Full-Reimagine-SamTrans-Phase-2-outreach-summary_08-19-21-final_no-appendices.pdf
https://www.reimaginesamtrans.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Summary-for-Phase-3-Outreach-Final-with-Appendices.pdf


Reimagine SamTrans Title VI Report 
SamTrans 

5-40

18294709.1 

Spanish translation and interpretation services were requested. Sixteen comments were 
given, with 4 comments in Spanish. The English translated comments are transcribed from the 
interpreter.  

Public Hearing Comments are located in Appendix D and online in the Summary for Phase 3 
Report 

 PUBLIC COMMENTS 
As addressed above, Reimagine SamTrans provided opportunity for Public Comment via 
the project-specific website, public survey, virtual townhalls, and public outreach events.  
Throughout all three outreach phases, over 1,000 comments were received from the 
online comment form. Over 2,000 survey respondents provided feedback on the routes.  

Comments are categorized in the Reimagine SamTrans Outreach Activities Summary 
Reports for each phase.9 

9 https://www.reimaginesamtrans.com/resources/ 
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ATTACHMENT 2 – 
SERVICE AREA DEMOGRAPHICS: MAPS BY COUNTY 
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 Minority Populations by Census Tract  
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 Households below Poverty Level by Census Tract  
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ATTACHMENT 3 – 
BOARD APPROVAL OF DISPARATE IMPACT AND 
DISPROPORTIONATE BURDEN POLICIES
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CALIFORNIA  NEWSPAPER SERVICE BUREAU

CNS

D A I L Y  J O U R N A L  C O R P O R A T I O N

To the right is a copy of the notice you sent to us for publication in the SAN
MATEO DAILY JOURNAL. Please read this notice carefully and call us with
any corrections. The Proof of Publication will be filed with the County Clerk, if
required, and mailed to you after the last date below. Publication date(s) for
this notice is (are):

Daily Journal Corporation
Serving your legal advertising needs throughout California. Call your local

Mailing Address : 915 E FIRST ST, LOS ANGELES, CA 90012
Telephone (213) 229-5300 / Fax (213) 229-5481

Visit us @ WWW.LEGALADSTORE.COM

JAMES NAMBA
SAN MATEO CO TRANSIT DIST/DIRECTOR
MARKETING
PO BOX 3006
SAN CARLOS, CA  94070-1306

HRG NOTICE OF HEARING

PUBLI HEARING NOTICE -  REIMAGINE SAMTRANS -
PROPOSED NETWORK CHANGES

10/14/2021 , 10/21/2021

BUSINESS JOURNAL, RIVERSIDE (951) 784-0111

DAILY COMMERCE, LOS ANGELES (213) 229-5300

LOS ANGELES DAILY JOURNAL, LOS ANGELES (213) 229-5300

ORANGE COUNTY REPORTER, SANTA ANA (714) 543-2027

SAN FRANCISCO DAILY JOURNAL, SAN FRANCISCO (800) 640-4829

SAN JOSE POST-RECORD, SAN JOSE (408) 287-4866

THE DAILY RECORDER, SACRAMENTO (916) 444-2355

THE DAILY TRANSCRIPT, SAN DIEGO (619) 232-3486

THE INTER-CITY EXPRESS, OAKLAND (510) 272-4747

Notice Type: 

Ad Description

COPY OF NOTICE

3520144

!A000005846793!

The charge(s) for this order is as follows. An invoice will be sent after the last
date of publication. If you prepaid this order in full, you will not receive an
invoice.

PUBLIC HEARING
REIMAGINE SAMTRANS
- PROPOSED NETWORK

CHANGES

The San Mateo County
Transit District will
consider changes to its
SamTrans bus service as
part of Reimagine
SamTrans at a public
hearing to be held
November 3, 2021 at 2
p.m. remotely via Zoom, at
https://samtrans.zoom.us/j/
91275606315?pwd=L09zR
lAweUpSVUg3L1V5U1Ro
UXFrdz09 or by entering
Webinar ID: 912 7560
6315, Passcode: 064030
in the Zoom app for
audio/visual capability, or
by calling 1-669-900-9128
(enter webinar ID and
press # when prompted for
participant ID) for audio
only.

The specific timeline for
implementing the adopted
service changes will be
determined at a later date,
but will be in phases,
beginning in August 2022.

Reimagine SamTrans is a
comprehensive in-depth
study of the SamTrans bus
system, including
proposed changes to bus
routes and schedules in
order to improve system
effectiveness, efficiency,
reduce duplication of
service, and better serve
the community.

The service change
proposal includes
adjustments to the
following local routes and
services:

1. Frequency/service
span/service day
adjustments: Routes ECR,
FCX, 17, 110, 118, 120,
121, 130, 141, 250, 251,
260, 275, 276, 281, 294,
295, 296

2. Service eliminations:
FLX Pacifica and Routes
SFO, 140, 256, 274, 278,
280, 286, 398

3. Alignment adjustments:
Routes ECR, FCX, 17,
110, 112, 120, 121, 130,
141, 250, 251, 260, 275,
276, 281, 292, 294, 295

4. Introduction of new
services: Routes 124 (Daly
City BART to Skyline
College); 249 (San Mateo
to College of San Mateo),
EPX/final route number
TBD (East Palo Alto-San
Bruno BART); East Palo
Alto OnDemand Zone;

Half Moon Bay OnDemand
zone

The proposal also includes
changes to the following
school-focused routes:

1. Frequency/service span
adjustments: Eliminate
morning trip on Route 85
(Woodside and Portola
Valley); eliminate morning
trip on Route 87
(Woodside and Portola
Valley)

2. Service elimination:
Route 80 in Menlo Park

3.
Consolidations/alignment
adjustments: Route 39
consolidated into revised
Route 37 (SSF); Route 55
consolidated into revised
Route 53 (City of San
Mateo); Route 95
consolidated into revised
Route 61 (Belmont, San
Carlos and Redwood City);
Route 84 consolidated into
revised Route 83 (Atherton
and Menlo Park)

4. Introduction of new
services: Route 40 (former
Route 140 school-timed
trips in Pacifica and San
Bruno); Route 42 (former
Route 140 school-timed
trips in Pacifica and San
Bruno); Route 86 (former
Route 286 school timed-
trips in Atherton and
Portola Valley)

Maps and additional
details of the
recommended changes
are available online at
www.reimaginesamtrans.c
om or by calling the
Customer Service at 1-
800-660-4287.

The public may offer
comments on the
proposed changes at the
November 3, 2021 Public
Hearing or by November
7, 2021 by:

- Submitting a comment at
www.reimaginesamtrans.c
om
- Submitting a comment by
email to
reimagine@samtrans.com
- U.S. Postal Service:
SamTrans, c/o District
Secretary, P.O. Box 3006,
San Carlos, CA 94070-
1306
- Phone: 1-800-660-4287 /
TTY: 650-508-6448
(hearing impaired)

For translation or
interpretation assistance,
call SamTrans Customer
Service at 1-800-660-4287

at least three days before
the meeting.
10/14, 10/21/21
CNS-3520144#
SAN MATEO DAILY
JOURNAL











ATTACHMENT 5:
PUBLIC HEARING PRESENTATION



Reimagine SamTrans
Public Hearing

SamTrans Board of Directors

November 3, 2021



Public Hearing
 The Public Hearing provides an opportunity for the public

to comment in front of the Board regarding the
recommended network changes

 The Public Hearing been noticed in various ways
– Legal notices in three newspapers at least 15 days prior to

today’s hearing
– Onboard SamTrans buses
– Digital ad campaign
– During four virtual public meetings

 All comments will be considered and weighed against
project goals and outcomes2



Reimagine SamTrans: Project Goals

3

Improve the 
experience for 

existing 
SamTrans 
customers

Grow new and 
more frequent 
ridership on 
SamTrans

Build SamTrans 
efficiency and 

effectiveness as a 
mobility provider

The goals of 
Reimagine 
SamTrans 
are to …



Our Guiding Principles

4

Employ
customer-focused 
decision-making

Design service that 
can be reasonably 

delivered by
our workforce

Provide transportation 
services that support 

principles of
social equity

Be an effective
mobility provider

Customer Focus Workforce Delivery Social EquityEffective Mobility



Inputs: Recommended Network

5

Ridership 
and 

Productivity

Equity 
Need 

Analysis

Guiding 
Principles

Market 
Research

Market 
Analysis

Community, Rider and Workforce Input



Next Steps
 Analyze the feedback received during Phase 3

outreach, adjust the recommendation if appropriate
 Finalize CEQA analysis
 Complete Title VI report
 Bring service plan, CEQA and Title VI to Board for

review and adoption in early 2022

6
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